
Hi everyone . I'm sarvar taraporevala from iran  

First of all, let me thank Mr. Meher for introducing me to Bahumata .  

I am very happy to be with you tonight and I hope this friendship and 
cooperation will continue for many years. 

The world is changing. Every day something or the other new is added to 

our life, our knowledge and our awareness. Human relationships are 

becoming more and more complex and the needs of individuals in society 

are changing rapidly . In this uproar, cultures change; Cultures die and 

cultures are born. Zoroastrian culture has advanced at a regular pace for 

centuries as the world advances and still retains and maintains it's golden 

characteristics and after centuries; Many of the zorostrian teachings are 

new to the world. Zoroastrians have been known for centuries with the 

correct worldview which sometimes the culture dies if they do not change, 

and so they brought some changes in the rites and mores and in most 

cases these changes have been right and proper. 

In the hope that we will strive to preserve our Zoroastrian culture and 

move forward for a firm future, and one of the ways to preserve 

Zoroastrian culture is education 

today we talk a little about fire. Fire(atarsh, atash ) is very sacred in 

Zoroastrian culture because fire in Avesta, as we all know, is a way to 

reach Asha and truth and fire is related to Asha.(asha is the low and order 

of the world) 



Man is in harmony with Ahuramazda by being in harmony with the order 

of the world. 

According to what we read in Yashts, we consider fire as a medium that 

leads our prayers to Ahuramazda. 

Light also means awareness and knowledge for us, and we want to 

illuminate everywhere like fire 

So fire(atash) for us means Asha, truth and knowledge, and it's very good 

for our children to learn why fire(atash) and light are important to us, why 

we go to the fire temple(agiyari) and why we pray atarsh niayesh. 

With these teachings to the next generation, we can keep the Zoroastrian 

religion alive forever.  

Now I read the part of atash niayesh that is relat d to this subject 

….. 

Thank you very much for your love and attention, and I hope we will work 

together to preserve the Zoroastrian religion 

Hamazur bim , hamazur hama ashu bim 

 


